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Risk management 2:
Understand and control risk

• Like the Sharpe ratio, the Sortino ratio is a metric that refl ects 
the risk-adjusted return of an investment. However, it only considers 
the volatility resulting from downward movements.

• Tracking error shows how a fund tracks or deviates from a 
benchmark index.

• The information ratio is the excess return relative to the tracking 
error. It shows whether the risk of deviating from a benchmark is 
rewarded.

• In the fund business, peer groups are groups of funds with a similar 
investment strategy. They are compiled to enable direct comparisons 
between funds.

• Maximum drawdown measures the downside risk as the difference 
between the highest and lowest price during a given time interval.

• The recovery period indicates the time it takes for a fund to return 
to its previous price peak after a downward phase.
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These days, investors have to assume higher risks to generate positive returns. The Sharpe  
ratio, as an important risk-adjusted return metric, offers important insight into the question 
whether it actually pays off to assume these risks, i.e. whether greater risks also translate into 
higher returns. However, this metric has certain pitfalls: Through the standard deviation, the 
Sharpe ratio reflects upward and downward movements in equal measure – meaning that a price 
plunge is valued the same as a rally. 
 
That, however, does not match investors’ general perception. Most investors want and expect 
their investments to appreciate, but suffer when they lose money. For this reason, the economist 
Frank Sortino developed the Sortino ratio as a risk-adjusted return metric that only considers the 
volatility caused by downward movements.  
 

As such, the Sortino ratio can compensate for a major disadvantage of the Sharpe ratio. Both 
show clearly that risk and return are closely related and that higher risks do not necessarily 
translate into higher returns. However, both metrics are based on historical numbers, so they 
cannot simply be extrapolated into the future. 
 

In a low-interest-rate environment like the present, a mix of 50/50  
or 60/40 bonds and equities is no longer enough – sophisticated  
risk management is needed. But how can investors gauge an asset 
manager’s skills, i.e. his or her ability to keep risks in check while 
generating returns? In any case, it is helpful to be familiar with and 
understand certain risk management terms and to review these before 
making any specific investment decision.
 
In Risk management 1, we discussed the terms volatility, Sharpe ratio, alpha and beta as well  
as correlation. In this document, we will be looking at the Sortino ratio, the information ratio, 
tracking error, the peer group, maximum drawdown and the recovery period.

Sortino ratio:  
Losses are painful

Basic knowledge

Sortino ratio
The Sortino ratio is a variation of the Sharpe ratio, with both serving as a measure for the  
risk-adjusted return of an investment. Unlike the Sharpe ratio, the Sortino ratio only considers 
the volatility arising from downside movements. Upside movements, which investors generally 
welcome, are assigned a “0” in the calculation, i.e. no upside deviations are factored in. The 
calculation is the same as for the Sharpe ratio except for the fact that the Sortino ratio uses  
the downside deviation as the denominator. Just like the Sharpe ratio, a higher Sortino ratio  
is better. Negative Sortino ratios are an alarm signal. In the case of securities or funds with 
relatively normally distributed gains, the Sortino and Sharpe ratios show only insignificant 
deviations. The difference between the two ratios can be higher when applied to shorter time 
windows or highly volatile securities.

Figure 1: Sortino ratio vs. Sharpe ratio: The key difference

Source: Invesco. Schematic representation for illustration purposes only.

The formula

D = average outperformance of  
an investment over different time 
intervals versus a risk-free 
investment
σD = downside deviation of the 
portfolio



Sortino ratio  σD

D

Investment A and B show the same risk-adjusted return when qualified by the 
Sharpe ratio. This neglects that investment A would definitely be preferable for 
investors, since there are (in the example) no periods with negative deviation 
from a risk-free investment. This preference is captured by the Sortino ratio.

Example: Two investments with same Sortino ratio but different Sharpe ratios

Investment A (same Sharpe ratio as B, higher = better Sortino ratio)
Investment B (same Sharpe ratio as A, lower = worse Sortino ratio)
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Time period 1

+/-0 +/-0

Time period 2 Time period 3

level of risk-
free return

+15

+10

-5

+10
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Tracking error: 
Deviating from the 
predetermined path

What exactly is tracking error? This can be explained best using the example of index funds:  
ETFs basically aim to do nothing else but to track or exactly emulate an index. In practice, this 
does not always mean that an ETF’s return is completely identical to the performance of the 
underlying index. The reasons for this can be: 
 
1. transaction costs incurred when making the necessary adjustments to the index’s changing  
 (internal) structure over time, 
 
2. administrative costs, 
 
3.  the potentially different treatment of dividends, or 
 
4.  the sometimes poor tradability of index components, particularly of “blended” (mixed)  
 indices as a benchmark for a portfolio or fund. If investors want to rely “only” on one index,  
 they are naturally interested in knowing how precisely a fund can emulate this benchmark  
 in the long term.  
 
Looking at the tracking error can help: It measures the deviation between the performance of  
an investment – such as an ETF – and the performance of the relevant benchmark, such as the 
DAX, the Euro Stoxx 50, the S&P 500 or one of the MSCI indices. ETFs typically have a very low 
tracking error. It is significantly higher for actively managed funds, which deliberately aim to 
deviate from the benchmark index in order to achieve excess returns.

Figure 2: Tracking error: Deviating from the predetermined path
Tracking error is calculated from the standard deviation of the difference 
between the return of a portfolio (p) and the benchmark (b)

Source: Invesco. Schematic representation for illustration purposes only.

Basic knowledge

Tracking error
Tracking error (TE) measures the percentage difference between the return of a portfolio, e.g. a 
fund, and the return of a reference index (benchmark) over a certain period of time. For example,  
a tracking error of 9% indicates that the portfolio will return within 9% of its benchmark, plus or 
minus, approximately every two years out of three. A tracking error of 0% means that a portfolio 
perfectly tracks its benchmark. The higher the tracking error, the more the portfolio deviates 
from its benchmark. As ETFs are explicitly designed to merely track an index, this metric is of 
particular importance for them. Incidentally, tracking error says nothing about the performance 
of a fund or ETF: For example, an ETF that consistently underperforms its index by 0.1 percentage 
points on each trading day can have a tracking error of 0% - what matters is that the deviation 
remains constant.

The formula

TE = Tracking Error      
Rp = Return of Portfolio
Rb = Return of Benchmark    
N = Number of Return Periods

TE   ∑
i=1

n

Rp  Rb2

N  1

Information ratio: 
Metric for active 
management

Does it actually make sense to deviate from the index? This is the question the information  
ratio answers. It tells the investor whether a fund outperformed its benchmark by deviating  
from the index. The higher the excess return and the lower the tracking error, the higher the 
information ratio – and thus the fund’s quality. The rationale is that a deviation from the index  
is only justifiable or reasonable for the investor if it achieves an improved performance in the 
long term: If the tracking error rises, then the excess return should also increase. Therefore,  
the information ratio is an important value to assess an investment and is especially helpful  
when comparing funds. 
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If two funds are to be compared, it naturally only makes sense if the same “competitive conditions” 
are prevalent in the group, meaning that the products are following similar objectives and focusing 
on the same asset class(es). Peer groups are compiled for this purpose. This is, however, easier 
said than done because big problems often emerge in practice while trying to find the “right” 
products, meaning the really comparable ones. This is a difficulty that fund rating companies  
also face.  

Peer groups:  
Don’t compare apples 
with oranges

Figure 3: Information ratio: Does deviating from the benchmark pay off?

Source: Invesco. Schematic representation for illustration purposes only.

ExampleThe formula

Basic knowledge

Information ratio
The information ratio indicates the excess returns relative to the tracking error. Ultimately, it 
shows whether the risk of deviating from a benchmark is rewarded by outperformance. As such, 
the information ratio measures an active manager’s ability to generate excess returns relative to 
a benchmark. The higher the information ratio, the more a benchmark-independent strategy pays 
off for an investor. A negative information ratio shows that the deviation from the index does not 
pay off and even produces a lower return. The information ratio differs from the Sharpe ratio in 
that the Sharpe ratio focuses more on the market risk while the information ratio defines risk  
as deviation from the benchmark. The explanatory power is highly dependent on the use of an 
appropriate benchmark.

Investment Return 
investment 

p.a 

Return 
benchmark

p.a 

Tracking
error

Information
ratio (IR)

A 4.0% 1.5% 8.0% 0.31

B 3.0% 1.5% 4.0% 0.38

C 0.5% 1.5% 3.0% –0.33

IR 
Return investment – Return benchmark 

Tracking error

B thus produces lower returns than 
A, but a higher information ratio.

IR A   0.31
4  1.5

8
IR B   0.38

3  1.5

4

IR C   – 0.33
0.5  1.5

3

Basic knowledge

Peer groups
A peer group is a group of individuals or entities who share certain similar characteristics. In the 
equity and bond market context, peer groups refer to groups of issuers that operate in the same 
sector. In the fund context, they refer to groups of funds with a similar investment strategy. The 
aim is to see how a fund performs compared with another, similar fund. Peer groups are also 
helpful with respect to risk metrics: Whether a fund’s Sharpe ratio or Sortino ratio are good or 
bad can only be determined relative to other ratios from the same peer group. Comparisons 
between two or more funds should only ever be drawn within the same peer group. Comparing 
the Sharpe ratio of a German government bond with that of an automotive stock makes little 
sense. The same applies to comparisons based on different time series.

Sharpe ratio, Sortino ratio, information ratio and tracking error – all of these metrics can serve  
as a quick source of orientation. It is however not immediately obvious what these metrics 
actually mean – and whether a higher or lower value is good or bad. Concepts that are much 
easier to comprehend and also strike a chord with both professional and private investors are the 
maximum drawdown and the recovery time (period). 

What investors are 
looking at today
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Maximum drawdown: 
The stress test for  
any investor

Figure 4: Maximum drawdown: The worst-case scenario

Source: Invesco. Schematic representation for illustration purposes only.

Basic knowledge

Maximum drawdown
Maximum drawdown measures the downside risk in a given time interval, or, specifically, the 
peak-to-trough loss of an investment, expressed as a percentage. The higher the maximum 
drawdown, the higher the risk associated with an investment. Unlike volatility, this metric indicates 
the specific maximum loss a fund or other investment product could have experienced in a given 
time interval – if the product had been bought at the highest price and sold at the lowest price. 
As such, the maximum drawdown is an important metric, in particular for risk-averse investors 
anxious to avoid very high losses. A key benefit of this concept is that it is easy to understand. 
However, the size of the maximum drawdown always depends on the chosen time period. Investors 
therefore need to make sure that the metric doesn’t only reflect favourable time windows. Apart 
from that, the warning that past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results also 
applies here.

Maximum drawdown
Fu

nd
 p

ric
e

Time

 

The maximum drawdown highlights the worst-case scenario of buying at the highest price and 
selling at the lowest price. Due to its orientation to the past and dependency on the particular 
time period in question, the metric involves dangers with regard to projection into the future. 
However, it can be understood easily and quickly and meets the wishes of many investors to 
know how an investment in a fund, for example, could have turned out in a worst-case scenario.

The recovery period is also one of the simpler risk-metric concepts, but it has the appeal, like the 
maximum drawdown, of something specific and tangible: How long did it take to reach the previous 
high again after a stock-price crash? This question preys on the mind of every investor, particularly 
after suffering significant losses. The recovery time is the appropriate metric that provides such 
information. But here again, it ultimately involves an observation of past developments. 

Recovery period:  
Will the quick recovery 
succeed after losses?

Figure 5: Recovery period: From peak to peak

Source: Invesco. Schematic representation for illustration purposes only.
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Important information

This whitepaper is exclusively for use by Professional Clients and Financial Advisers in Continental Europe, Qualified 
Investors in Switzerland and Professional Clients in Dubai, Jersey, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Ireland and the UK. This 
document is not for consumer use, please do not redistribute. All data is as at 31 December 2016 sourced from Invesco 
unless otherwise stated. This document is not for consumer use, please do not redistribute. 
Where Invesco has expressed views and opinions, these may change. The views expressed herein do not refer to any specific 
Invesco product. Opinions and forecasts are subject to change without notice.
The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate fluctuations) and 
investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future returns. Forecasts are not 
reliable indicators of future performance. Investors considering alternatives should be aware of their unique characteristics 
and additional risks from the strategies they use.
Whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, no responsibility can be 
accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. The information presented herein 
contains general information only and does not take into account individual objectives, taxation position or financial needs.
It is not an offer to buy, sell or hold financial instruments nor does it constitute investment advice or a recommendation of 
the suitability of any investment strategy for a particular investor. 
No part of this document may be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without 
Invesco´s prior written consent.
Germany: Issued by Invesco Asset Management Deutschland GmbH, An der Welle 5, D-60322 Frankfurt am Main. 
Austria: Issued by Invesco Asset Management Österreich – Zweigniederlassung der Invesco Asset Management Deutschland 
GmbH, Rotenturmstrasse 16-18, A-1010 Vienna. 
Switzerland: Issued by Invesco Asset Management (Schweiz) AG, Talacker 34, CH-8001 Zürich.
Dubai: Issued by Invesco Asset Management Limited, PO Box 506599, DIFC Precinct Building No 4, Level 3, Office 305, 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
Ireland: Issued by Invesco Global Asset Management DAC, Central Quay, Riverside IV, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, 
Ireland. Regulated in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland.
Jersey and Guernsey: Issued by Invesco International Limited 2nd Floor, Orviss House, 17a Queen Street, St Helier,  
Jersey, JE2 4WD. Regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission.
Isle of Man: Issued by Invesco Global Asset Management DAC, Central Quay, Riverside IV, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay,  
Dublin 2, Ireland. Regulated in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland.
UK: Issued by Invesco Asset Management Limited, Perpetual Park, Perpetual Park Drive, Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 
1HH, UK. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
CEUK187/2017
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Basic knowledge

Recovery period / recovery time
The recovery period (or recovery time) is also considered an important metric for comparisons 
between funds. The recovery period refers to the time it takes for the price of a fund or other 
investment product to return to its previous high, calculated in months or days from the valley to 
the new high. Ultimately, this metric thus shows how “crisis-proof” a fund is and how quickly it 
can recover from setbacks. The shorter the recovery period, the better. In practice, this metric is 
usually considered in conjunction with the maximum drawdown. A key benefit of both metrics is 
that they are easy to understand. The recovery period, too, must be considered in a peer group 
comparison. In addition, like the other metrics, the fact that past performance is no reliable 
indicator of future results also applies here.


